Request for Proposals
Wigwam Point Development Design and Construction
Estimate

Deadline for Submission:
September 27th, 2018
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Section 1: Terms and Conditions
1.1 Issuing Department or Division
Department of Community Development

1.2 Synopsis or Service Requirement
Through this Request for Proposals, The Qalipu First Nation (QFN) invites interested and qualified
consultants to submit a proposal for the development of professional design and construction estimates
for the QFN Wigwam Point Celebration Site.

1.3 Terms of Submission
1.3.1 A copy of this RFP may be obtained by emailing the following person:
Tara Saunders
tsaunders@qalipu.ca
1.3.2 In this document
(a) bidder and consultant are used interchangeably. Both, however, refer to a person who has or intends
to submit a proposal in response to this RFP.
(b) advertisement period refers to the period this RFP is publicly advertised on Qalipu.ca and
proposals are solicited from consultants.
(c) successful consultant refers to the consultant who has been selected by the Band and to complete
the project.
(d) contracted consultant refers to the consultant who has entered into a contract with the Band to
complete the project and becomes the prime consultant.
1.3.3 Bidders, at their own expense, must provide one (1) bound copy and one (1) unbound copy of their
proposals by mail, personal delivery or by courier to CONTACT before the end of the advertisement
period.
CONTACT: Tara Saunders
3 Church St.
Corner Brook, NL
A2H 2Z4
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1.3.4 Consultant proposals must be structured in the same manner as this RFP. For greater certainty, the
consultant is required to use the same headings, subheadings, and numbering system as presented in
this RFP. Where a term or condition does not require the consultant to provide a response or document,
the consultant may leave the heading/subheading from the proposal.
1.3.5 In addition to the requirements under s. 1.3.4, proposals must include the following:
(a) A cover letter briefly summarizing the qualifications of the project manager, team members, subcontractors, statement of work, methodology, and total fees (inclusive of all costs and taxes). The cover
letter will be used to provide a preliminary evaluation of proposals when there is a large response.
(b) Identification of project manager and team members along with a description of their respective
roles and qualifications. The consultant must assure the Band that the project manager identified in the
proposal will remain on the project until completion. In cases where the project manager changes due
to circumstances beyond the contracted consultant’s control, the contracted consultant must advise the
Band immediately and enter into discussions with the Band to replace the project manager with
someone of similar qualifications and qualities.
(c) Description of the project organization and management system in addition to company profiles of
the primary consultant and sub-contractors.
(d) Methodology.
(e) A minimum of three reference letters from any applicable projects involving similar scope and scale.
(f) Time and task allocation of team members.
(g) A schedule of project activities in chronological order that shows each activity and its duration.
(h) Itemized project costs including fee structure, staff cost, overhead and other related expenses,
including HST, as well as a suggested/preferred payment schedule. The proposal must include a
statement signed by the most senior consultant with signing authority or, in the case of a
firm/company/corporation, the president/CEO verifying that the consultant is capable of completing the
work outlined in the consultant’s proposal for the price/fees quoted. The statement must be located in
the proposal immediately following the cover page.
1.3.6 Late, incomplete or partial proposals or submissions, including those sent by fax or e-mail, will not
be accepted under any circumstances. The Band will ensure that all proposals or submissions submitted
before the deadline will remain sealed until the evaluation process begins.
1.3.7 The deadline for questions relating to the RFP is four (4) business days before the close of the
advertisement period. Questions received after that deadline will not be considered. Where a question
seeks to clarify a point in the RFP, the Band will distribute its response, via email, to all consultants who
expressed an interest in the project at the point and time the response is generated. In cases where a
response to a consultant’s question would provide the consultant with an unfair advantage, in the
Band’s judgment, the Band will provide the consultant with the opportunity to withdraw the comment.
If the consultant decides to pursue the question further, the response provided by the Band will be
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distributed, via email, to all consultants who expressed an interest in the project at the point and time
the response is generated. Questions regarding this RFP must be directed, by email, to the following
person:
Tara Saunders
tsaunders@qalipu.ca

Section 2: Terms and Conditions
2.1 The Band requires knowing the identity of all the sub-contractors, their experience, personnel and
knowledge levels, and their relationship and experience with the primary bidder. This information must
be explicitly stated in the proposal submitted by the primary bidder. Sub-contractors will be evaluated
as part of the selection process and the Band must approve any changes in sub-contractors other than
those specified in the submission.
2.2 The consultant is required to submit three reference letters from persons that received similar
services from the consultant within the past five (5) years.
2.3 The contracted consultant is required to provide the CONTACT, with biweekly email updates
regarding the project’s progress.
CONTACT: Tara Saunders

Section 3: Terms and Conditions
3.1 The Band is not bound to accept the lowest priced bid and may exercise the right not to select any of
the proposals submitted under the RFP.

3.2 Preference will be given first to Band members and businesses fully or majority owned by Indigenous
peoples.

3.3 The consultant submitting a proposal under this RFP is considered to be responsible, on behalf of it
and all its sub-contractors, for all undertakings and deliverables related to the provision of services as
specified in this RFP to the Band.

3.4 This RFP is the primary document and should a dispute arise between the RFP and the bidder’s
proposal then the RFP will supersede the bidder’s proposal in any legal dispute.

3.5 The Band will be responsible to administer this RFP, award the contract to the successful bidder, and
for the general supervision of the project’s implementation.
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3.6 Proposals submitted through this RFP must be valid for 90 calendar days after the advertisement
period.
3.7 Consultants should strive to provide clear responses to issues and questions raised in the RFP in a
language that is clear and not subject to differing interpretations.
3.8 The contract executed by the Band and the successful consultant to complete this project will be
governed by the laws of Newfoundland and Labrador.
3.9 All data, specifications, concept plans, designs, rationales, presentation materials, economic and
technical reports and related information produced by the consultants during this project shall be the
property of the Band.
3.10 All potential bidders who have requested or are known to have obtained copies of this RFP will be
notified of any changes, via email, should they occur after its publication.
3.11 The contract for this project, where awarded, will be granted by the Band based upon the results of
the evaluation of submitted proposals. The Band will notify the successful consultant in writing. Those
who are not successful will receive written notification within approximately ten (10) business days
following the execution of the contract with the successful bidder.
3.12 The contract with the successful consultant will commence immediately upon the execution of the
contract by the Band and the successful consultant. Ten (10) business days will be provided after the
successful bidder has been notified to conclude final negotiations and execute the contract. Where a
contract is not executed before the expiration of the aforementioned ten (10) business days, the Band
reserves the right to commence negotiations and enter into a contract with another consultant.
3.13 Bidders may raise issues with this project and RFP that have been overlooked by the Band but are
nonetheless crucial to the successful completion of the project. In such cases, the bidder may tender a
recommended change to the CONTACT by email. The Band shall take the recommendation under
advisement and issue, if deemed necessary, an amendment to this RFP. This RFP may be amended up to
three (3) business days before the conclusion of the advertisement period.
3.14 The Band may, at its discretion, determine if a bidders’ conference is necessary. A bidders’
conference must take place at least 10 days before the closing of the RFP.
3.15 Before a contract is awarded, the Band will negotiate the final details of a contract to be signed by
the Band and the successful consultant. The Band will enter into a contract with the successful
consultant only. There will be no contracts entered into between the Band and any sub-contractors.
3.16 The contracted consultant shall designate a senior project manager who shall receive all
communications from the Band on behalf of the contracted consultant. The contracted consultant shall
also furnish the address, telephone and fax numbers and email address for the senior project manager.
3.17 All communications from the contracted consultant to the Band should be directed to the following
person:
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Tara Saunders
tsaunders@qalipu.ca
709.634.5972

Section 4: Statement of Work
4.1 Background
The Qalipu First Nation (“QFN”) was officially formed September 22nd, 2011 through an agreement
between the Government of Canada and the Federation of Newfoundland Indians. This agreement
officially recognizes QFN as a band under the Indian Act. Currently, QFN has more than 23,000
members.
Since its creation, the leadership of QFN has focused its efforts on establishing a strong foundation upon
which to build a prosperous and progressive Band. Its aim is to be a community that cherishes and
shares its heritage, holds the overall health and education of its members as its highest priority and
faces its future and faces the future with confidence.
Within the Band’s Economic Development Strategy, Tourism was identified as one of the sectors that
offered the most promise and opportunity to The Band and its members. In 2014 Qalipu commissioned
a study entitled “Experience Qalipu – Tourism Strategy and Five-Year Plan for the Qalipu First Nation”,
which has been accepted by The Band as their Five-Year Tourism Strategy. Implementation of year one
of the Tourism plan began in Fall 2016.
During the first year of implementation, community engagement was conducted in Central
Newfoundland regarding the development of “Wigwam Point” at the mouth of the Exploit’s River. A
consultant was then engaged to develop a conceptual design (see Appendix “A”) for the site which
included parking enhancements, a Wigwam structure, outdoor stage and food prep area, covered
firepits, trail enhancements, interpretation and washroom facilities.
located at the mouth of the Exploits River, Wigwam Point is a culturally significant location that was
traditionally used by Mi’kmaq people to harvest and prepare seafood. QFN intends to develop the site
by providing parking, enhancing and providing interpretation for a walking trail, and providing a picnic
and gathering area for people to use as a day park. The site will also be used for several cultural
celebratory and cultural gatherings throughout the year, which will require the use of temporary
infrastructure on the site.

4.2 Mandatory Requirements
All project deliverables must be completed by March 31st, 2019.

4.3 Scope of Work
The successful consultant will be responsible for;
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reviewing the existing conceptual design document for the site;
Facilitating community engagement with area stakeholders and Qalipu members;
Confirm existing conceptual design meets the expected uses as defined through the community
engagement exercise, and seek approval from QFN to modify;
Secure land and appropriate permits for the Wigwam Point site location;
Providing QFN with detailed, construction ready design documents for Wigwam Point site
development;
Providing QFN with a maintenance management plan for the Wigwam Point development;
Providing QFN with construction cost estimates for all phases of Wigwam Point site
development.

Section 5: Consultant Qualifications
The consultant must also demonstrate that it has the following attributes:
•

Sufficient resources to complete all tasks prior to March 31st, 2019

Section 6: Consultant Methodology
6.2 General Statements
The project must be completed prior to March 31st, 2019

Section 7: Budget
The maximum budget for this project is $50,000

Section 8: Evaluation and Selection Framework
8.1 The grading of the proposals is an integral part of the RFP process. The Band has decided to describe
the selection criteria so that all bidders/consultants can evaluate their chances of success, within reason,
given the current competitive market conditions in the industry.
8.2 Figure 1 attached forms the basis of what the evaluation sheet will look like, subject to possible
changes. There are nine attributes that will be judged and graded. Each attribute was weighed in terms
of its importance to the objectives of the RFP.
8.3 All proposals will be evaluated using specific criteria, attributes and characteristics that have been
generated by the Band. Criteria are based upon the detailed specifications of the scope of work, work
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schedules, technical specifications, quality standards, consultant qualifications and other desirable
features and benefits contained in this RFP.
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FIGURE 1
EVALUTATION SHEET
Primary Consultant:

Cost of Bid:

Rating of the Proposal: For each of the components, please provide rating 1-10 where 10 represents the
best.
Component

Rate X

Weight

notes
1.5

Team: key personnel,
experience, references,
qualifications, commitment
to assignment
Experience of Project

1.5

Manager; experience,
position in the firm,
qualifications, commitment
to assignment
Management of sub-

0.5

contractors and their
commitment to assignment
Experience as a team

0.5

Proven competence in

1

similar work
Sufficient Human Resources

1

Clarity of tasks and

1

responsibilities
Proposed liaison with client
Proof that the specifies of

1
2.5

the RFP are understood and
addressed including the
proposed methodology,
approach, receivables,
schedule
Indigenous Knowledge –

0.5

Experience working with
Indigenous groups.
Cost
Total Score:

9

Comments regarding strengths and weaknesses of
this component, rationale for the score and general

(1-10)
Experience of Consultant

Total

1

Appendix A

Wigwam Point
Conceptual Design
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MAINTENANCE & COST
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3 .1

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE

Site Management
The new Wigwam Point day-use park will be a
wonderful asset for band members, visitors and
locals, and requires ongoing management and
maintenance. Below is a list of responsibilities
pertaining to the ongoing maintenance of the park.
The band can either hire a local, part-time employee
to take care of the site or hire a contractor to
perform the following tasks:

Waste management: At least once a week, waste
receptacles will need to be emptied and site litter
will need to be picked up to prevent pollution.
Toilet facilities: The interior toilet chambers need to
be cleaned once or twice a week and toilet paper
needs to be restocked. Furthermore, the concrete
waste vaults will need to be emptied once they are
full, likely once a year.

Snow clearing: The road right-of-way is plowed by
the province, however, the parking lot will need to
be plowed on an as-needed basis during the winter
months.
Facilities Maintenance: The welcome kiosk, picnic
shelters, outdoor kitchen and wigwam monument
will need ongoing monitoring and maintenance to
ensure they are operating they way they should and
vandal free.

Landscaping: The Meadow lawn needs to be
mowed every two weeks during the summer and
before events. In May or June, some general
landscaping such as pruning and weeding will need
to occur to ensure paths are clear and the park is
looking tidy. The cemetery area needs to be cleared
of alders and unwanted weeds.
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3.2

OPINION OF PROBABLE COST - LANDSCAPING

The opinion of cost total to construct
the park as per the concept plan is
$213,130, excluding HST. This is the
cost to commercial contractors and
includes the standard 6 months to 1
year maintenance and guarantee for
the establishment of the planting and
hydroseeding.
This cost estimate does not include
cost estimates for any architectural
and/or temporary structures (ie; food
truck and shipping container).

Wigwam Point - Opinion of Costs - 17-04-06

1.1
1.2
1.3

Item
General
Demolition & Removal of sod etc
Tree removal & grubbing
Grading

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.8
2.9
2.10
2.11

Hard Landscaping
Woodchip trail
Gravel car park - 23 spaces
Crusher dust walk
Wooden curb - 8 x 8 x 10
Boulders to edge parking
Grasscrete pavers
Furniture
Interpretive signs
Entry sign
Signage - traffic

3.2

Civil Improvements
Infiltration strip A +trenching

4.1

Electrical
None included in this Opinion of Cost

5.1
5.3
5.4
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Soft Landscaping
Hydroseed + 150mm topsoil grasscrete
Trees
Shrubs, Grasses

Description

Qty

Units

Unit Price

Total Price

labourers $50per hour. Tandems & excavators $100 per hour
Woodland trail
labourers $50 per hr. Tandems & excavators $100 per hr

335

sq.m.

Allow
Allow
Allow
General Sub-total

$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
$30,000

6"deep
300mm gravel, grading
3" on 6" granular + subgrade prep
Pressure treated, galvanized spikes
on 12" gravel
9 picnic tables, 6 bins
Pressure treated lumber, conc. footings, graphics
Pressure treated lumber, conc. footings, graphics, plants
On posts, w/ conc. Footing

660
802
385
30
10
85
15
3
1
4

sq.m
sq.m
sq.m
lin.m.
@
sq.m
@
@
@
@

$43
$14
$40.00
$90.00
$50
$250.00
$1,500
$3,000
$10,000
$750.00
Hard Landscape Sub-total

$28,380
$11,228
$15,400
$2,700
$500
$21,250
$22,500
$9,000
$10,000
$3,000
$123,958

200mm hdpe perf.pipe with clearstone
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lin.m.

$100
Civil Improvements Sub-total

$3,400
$3,400

Electrical Sub-total

$0
$0

$7.00
$500
$75
Soft Landscaping Sub-total

$4,585
$7,500
$12,750
$20,250

Opinion of Cost Summary
General Sub-total
Hard Landscape Sub-total
Civil Improvements Sub-total
Electrical Sub-total
Soft Landscaping Sub-total
Construction Sub-Total

$30,000
$123,958
$3,400
$0
$20,250
$177,608

Contingency 20%

$35,522

Project Opinion of Cost TOTAL

$213,130

Supply, install, maintain and guarantee
Supply, install, maintain and guarantee
Supply, install, maintain and guarantee

655
15
170

sq.m.
@
sq.m.

Co nc ep t ual D esign Develo pm ent

3.3

STRUCTURAL COST RANGE ESTIMATES

The following are high-level ballpark estimates for the structural elements on the site. Prices exclude HST. We
cannot guarantee the accuracy of these cost estimates. An architect, structural engineer or cost estimator can
provide more detailed cost estimates.
Structure:			Cost Range		
Welcome Kiosk			
$20,000 - $35,000
Outdoor Kitchen		
$40,000 - $50,000
Picnic Shelters			
$20,000 - $25,000
Band Shell			
$40,000 - $60,000
Wigwam Monument		
$25,000 - $40,000
Lookout				$15,000 - $25,000
Vault Toilets			
$20,000 - $25,000
Total				$180,000 - $260,000
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Conceptual Design Development

